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This class shows you how to use Civil View traffic import tools in 

Autodesk 3ds Max Design software to bring in traffic simulation data 

from PTV Vissim. We examine how to prepare your data in VISSIM, 

how to bring that data into 3ds Max Design using Civil View, and how to 

handle conflicts such as overpasses.  

 

We then talk about various ways to use this data once it is set up, 

including how to export from 3ds Max Design to another 3D package 

such as Autodesk® Maya® software. You also learn how to replace the 

imported data with actual vehicles from the Civil View Vehicle library 

and how to use your own car library. 

Class summary 



At the end of this class, you will be able to: 

 Accurately prepare or communicate how to prepare VISSIM data prior to 

export 

 

 Properly bring the VISSIM data into 3ds Max Design via Civil View 

 

 Identify conflicts such as overpasses, vehicles going the wrong way, etc. 

 

 Replace/link various car libraries to VISSIM data and know what to do 

with them afterwards 

 

Key learning objectives 



Introduction 



 What is Traffic Simulation? 

 

 What is VISSIM? 

 

 How can I, as a visualization artist, tap into that 

accurate traffic sim? 

 

 What is CivllView? 
 

Introduction 



Exporting Data from VISSIM 



 Export your simulation from VISSIM. Go to Evaluation > 

Files… 

Exporting Data from VISSIM 



 Check “Vehicle record:” and click the Configuration 

button. 

Exporting Data from VISSIM 



 Add Parameters to the vehicle record dialog. 

 Note it is saving an “FZK” file and not an FZP. 

Exporting Data from VISSIM 



 Hit the Simulation Continuous button to record the 

simulation. 

Exporting Data from VISSIM 



 Check the folder you saved the ‘FZK’ file and check to 

see what other files were saved with it. 

Exporting Data from VISSIM 



Setting up 3ds Max Design 



 Civil View only imports correctly into Meters scenes. 

 

 Be careful with merging any road surfaces from scenes with different 

units. 

 

 If Civil View is not started go to the Civil View menu and choose Start Civil 

View. 

Setting up 3ds Max Design 



Importing Data into 3ds Max Design 



 Go to Civil View > Traffic Import > Import FZP File…, navigate to where 

you saved the VISSIM data and choose your FZP file. 

 

 For help on FZP file importing please refer to help doc link in your 

handout. 

 

 If Civil View is not started go to the Civil View menu and choose Start Civil 

View. 

Importing VISSIM Data into 3ds Max Design 



 Time Resolution Filter dialog allows you to determine the 

time ‘steps’ or amount of keyframe data you want to 

import. 

 

 First section is the Open and Filter values. 

 

 Time Based Data Filtering allows you to set the start and 

end of the animation in seconds. 

Importing VISSIM Data into 3ds Max Design 



 Step Based Data Filtering allows you to adjust the amount 

of keyframe data that applied to each vehicle. 

 

 Resulting Scene Animation Settings allows you to shift 

where the keyframes start and also lets you apply a speed 

multiplier to vehicle speed. 

 

 Global Shift Values helps you offset your traffic if you are 

using a geo-spatial offset 

Importing VISSIM Data into 3ds Max Design 



Surface Tracking 



 Civil View > Traffic Import > Surface Tracking Manager. 

 

 For information on the Surface Tracking Manger panel, refer to the help 

doc link in your handout. 

 

 Surface Tracking dialog has two main windows 

 The top one contains a list of all the vehicles imported with two buttons right 

below that allow you to select or deselect all the vehicles. 

 The bottom window is where you can load all of your road surfaces into the 

Surface Tracking Manager and let it process. 

Surface Tracking 



 After you pick a surface, the Surface Tracking Filter pops up letting you 

pick with Material ID to apply tracking to. 

 

 You can click Ok to just process and close the dialog, or just hit Apply to 

keep the dialog open to allow you to do multiple calculations. 

 When you hit Ok or Apply to start the calculation a warning will pop up. 

 

 Once the animation is processed, it is baked onto the object, but can be 

updated. 

Surface Tracking 



Things to keep in Mind (aka Fixing 

Errors) 



 Overpasses 

 Manually go through the scene finding vehicles that change elevation and 

delete the offending keyframes. 

 You can remove sections of road and re-caluclate. 

 Create a script that does it for you. (Determine when a car changes elevation 

drastically, delete keyframes. 

 

 Road Surface Normals 

 Make sure geometry has consistent segments 

 No Ngons 

 Manually add edges where needed. Keep in mind, you may need to change it in 

your “beauty” roads, then reimport. 

Things to keep in Mind (aka Fixing Errors) 
 



Replace the Boxes with CV Vehicles 



 Go to CivilView > Traffic Import > Vehicle Substitution Manager. 
 

 For information on the Vehicle Substitution Manger panel, refer to the help 

doc link in your handout. 
 

 The Vehicle Substitution Manager. 

 The leftmost window gives you details on each vehicle. 

 The right side of the window contains the Select By Type drop down list. 

 The bottom section of the right side displays information regarding the 

Resource Kit you have loaded. 

 Check on “Animate rotation of vehicle wheels” before you hit Ok or Apply. 

 Finally click OK or Apply 

Replace the Boxes with CV Vehicles 



 The Vehicle Substitution Manager Pros and Cons 

 

 Built-in Vehicle library in 3ds Max Design already 

 

 Wheel rotations correspond to vehicle speed 

 

 Don’t have to keep the boxes in the scene 

 

 Renderer specific 

Replace the Boxes with CV Vehicles 



Replace the CV Boxes Custom 

Vehicles 



 Merge your own car library into your scene. 

 

 You’ll need the Put Pivot tool part of Soulburn Scripts. Soulburn Scripts 

link is in your handout. 
 

 Use “Object Replacer” script that’s part of SoulburnScripts. 

 Replacer Type lets you specify what type of replacing you would like. 

 The first 3 sections correspond to which type of replacing you intend to do. 

 YouTube link to How to Replace with Groups if you have your vehicles as 

separate objects within a group. (In your handout.) 

 The next 3 sections have options for what you want the replacer object to keep 

from the objects being replaced. 

 Select objects you want to replace (ie CV boxes) then click Do or Apply. 

Replace the CV Boxes Custom Vehicles 



 The Custom Vehicle Substitution Pros and Cons 

 

 Buy/Maintain your own vehicle library in 3ds Max Design 

 

 Wheel rotations probably won’t correspond to vehicle speed 

 

 Can’t update Surface Tracking unless you keep boxes 

 

 Don’t have to keep the boxes in the scene 

 

 Easily use whatever renderer you want 

Replace the CV Boxes Custom Vehicles 



Things to Remember 



 Start your VISSIM and vehicle box creation in a Meters scene. 

 

 If you’re road geometry changes, you’ll need to redo the Surface Tracking. 

 

 Pay attention to overpass areas and feel free to delete keys if needed. 

 

 Keep a ‘non-substituted’ file of boxes to go back to if necssary. 

 

 When using ObjectReplacer, make sure you only add the Group node. 

 Make sure the objects are already similar size. 

 Don’t delete originals 

 May need to rotate in local Z to make sure they’re facing the right direction. 

 

 Utilize layers and selection sets in case you need to redo any steps again 

Things to remember 



Thanks! 

And don’t forget to provide class 

feedback! 

 

Email: cweatherman@hntb.com 

Twitter: @chipnuts 
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